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facts and figures
target audience:
students with a Licence 
or Bachelor degree 
in economics, 
psychology, 
applied maths, 
and « grandes écoles »

class size: 30/40 students

academic year: Sept-June

language: English

Graduates will have a deep understanding of  human behavior  in business 
and social environments. They will be able to adjust to many different jobs, 
be internationally mobile, evolve in their careers, and have eventually access to 
higher executive functions. Brilliant and motivated students will be at the cut-
ting edge of  research in economics and psychology. Graduates will be highly 
appreciated in some consulting activities  in public or private organizations, 
human resource management, customer services, marketing, advertising, pu-
blic relations, social policy, or strategic development...

The Master Economics and Psychology is jointly delivered by the Economics 
Department of  Pantheon-Sorbonne University (Paris 1) and by the Institute 
of  Psychology of  Paris Descartes University (Paris 5).

upon completion

partners

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/ufr/ufr02/offre-de-formation-en-master/economie-et-psychologie/

http://www.psychologie.parisdescartes.fr

master economics and psychology

This Master is designed for students with a Licence 
or Bachelor degree in Economics, Psychology, 
Applied Maths, and « Grandes écoles ». Admission 
decisions are based on transcripts of  the previous 
3 years of  study, CV, a letter of  motivation, and letters 
of  recommendation. A sufficient knowledge 
of  English is required. Successful accomplishment 
of  the M1 provides access directly to M2. Candidates 
with four years of  higher education and an adequate 
bi-disciplinary training in economics and psychology 
can be considered for direct admission in M2.

We recruit a limited number of  very good and 
motivated students coming from all parts of  the world. 
French students are expected to have sufficient 
knowledge of  English and foreign students 
are expected to know some French and be fluent 
in French after their studies. We also attach value to 
open-mindedness, general knowledge, and social skills. 
Candidates with prior training in economics enroll 
in Paris 1 and obtain a Master in Economics whereas 
candidates with prior training in psychology enroll 
in Paris Descartes and obtain a Master in Psychology. 

admission
criteria

terms 
of  admission
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Semester 1: Boot camp Hours ECTS

Psychology : Mathematics  30 2

Psychology : Descriptive statistics  10 1

Psychology, Economics : 
Inferential statistics in psychology  10 1

Basic courses

Psychology : 
Introduction to microeconomics  57 6

Psychology : Behavior of economic agents  57 6

Psychology : Introduction to econometrics  57 6

Economics : 
Introduction to cognitive psychology  57 6

Economics : 
Introduction to social psychology  57 6

Economics : 
Introduction to differential psychology  57 6

Economics : M1 Course in Microeconomics  57 4

Winter school

Economic psychology  30 _

Behavioral Economics  30 _

Invited Conferences 30 _

Bi-disciplinary project _ 6

M1 Disssertation (preliminary report) _ 2(P) 1(E)

Semester 2: Methods and Applications

Psychology : Applied Microeconomics  57 6

Psychology : 
Introduction to macroeconomics  57 6

Psychology : 
2 optional M1 courses in psychology  40 4

Economics : Applied Psychology  57 6
Economics : 
Research methods in psychology  57 6

Economics : Applied Microeconometrics   39 4

Common courses and research report

Psychology, Economics : 
Strategic interactions and experiments  20 3

Psychology, Economics : 
Introduction to neuroeconomics 
and to cognitive neurosciences  20 3

M1 Dissertation _ 8

program of the first year

Detailed 
program

FLASH CODE

master economics and psychology

The Master Economics and Psychology is a two-year bi-disciplinary program. It welcomes students from all 
around the world. The majority of courses are taught in English:
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Pr. Louis Lévy-Garboua — Head of the Master Economics and Psychology
Responsible for Economics

Maison des Sciences Economiques louis.levy-garboua@univ-paris1.fr 
106-112 boulevard de l’Hôpital 
75647 Paris cedex 13 

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/ufr/ufr02/offre-de-formation-en-master/economie-et-
psychologie/

Master Economics and Psychology
Pr. Todd Lubart — Responsible for Psychology 

Institut de Psychologie  todd.lubart@parisdescartes.fr
71 avenue Edouard Vaillant  01 55 20 59 89
92100 Boulogne cedex 

http://www.psychologie.parisdescartes.fr

For Paris 1 (Economics)
Candidates apply in March and April through the Website:                           
http://www.univ-paris1.fr/ufr/ufr02/

Secrétariat des Masters M1 

Centre Pierre Mendès-France (PMF)  ufr02c2@univ-paris1.fr 
90 rue de Tolbiac  01 44 07 88 86
75634 Paris cedex 13

For L3-level students: derog@univ-paris1.fr • 01 44 07 86 29  

Secrétariat des Masters M2

Maison des Sciences Economiques (MSE) ecom2r@univ-paris1.fr 
106-112 boulevard de l’Hôpital   01 44 07 88 09
75647 Paris Cedex 13 

An optional procedure is available for candidates with a non-French degree 
who need to get an early reply (end of march) to obtain their visa. They may 
download application documents on the Website and send it by e-mail in 
February to the foreign student office: 

Service des étudiants étrangers   et.eco@univ-paris1.fr 
Maison Internationale  01 44 07 76 74
58 boulevard Arago 75013 Paris   

For Paris Descartes (Psychology)
Application documents (M1 and M2) can be telecharged from the Website: 
http://www.psychologie.parisdescartes.fr late March to late April, 
and the documents must be sent from late April to early May by post 
(recommended letter with return receipt), or dropped off directly at:

Secrétariat des Masters 

Institut de Psychologie  soraya.moussaoui@parisdescartes.fr   
71 avenue Edouard Vaillant 
92774 Boulogne Billancourt cedex 
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master
economics
and psychology

MASTER 2 RESEARCH

economics and psychology

The Master Economics and Psychology 
is open to students in search of  a deeper 
understanding of  economic behavior and 
the open-mindedness brought by a truly 
bi-disciplinary training in economics and 
psychology. 

1st year (M1)
Provides the basis for a common trai-

ning of  all students through:
- Discovery of  a new discipline (eco-

nomics or psychology) 
- Bi-disciplinary work during a « Win-

ter School » (2-week intensive program)
- Research project combining psycho-

logy and economics.

2nd year (M2)
Focuses on the interface between eco-

nomics and psychology through:
- Advanced courses in psychology 

and economics with equal contributions
- Participation in the annual research 

seminar « Economics and Psychology »
- Bi-disciplinary research project 
- Optional internship 
- Possibility for graduates to prepare a 

PhD in economics or psychology 
 g

presentation

ecOnOmics department

The Master Economics and Psychology is a two-year bi-dis-
ciplinary program. It welcomes students from all around the 
world. The majority of courses are taught in English.
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